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Hierarchical-Biased Random Walk for Urban Remote
Sensing Image Segmentation
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Abstract—Random walk (RW) technique, with benefit of han-
dling complicated boundaries, has recently drawn increasing
attention in image segmentation. In this paper, RW is employed
for urban remote sensing image segmentation. To deal with the
complex spatial distribution with heterogeneous structures, a
novel hierarchical-biased RW (HBRW) method is proposed.
Firstly, edge regions extracted by fractional differential are
combined with histograms to obtain plentiful features. Then,
Dirichlet process mixture model is used to generate hierarchical
global prior distribution and local seeds, which substitute manual
scribbles. Moreover, the proposed model can adapt to different
resolution segmentation tasks through adjusting the concentration
parameter. Final segmentation output is obtained by biased RW.
Experimental results on urban high-resolution remote sensing
images demonstrate that the proposed algorithm achieves better
performance than other state-of-the-art algorithms.

Index Terms—Dirichlet process mixture model (DPMM), frac-
tional differential, hierarchical-biased random walk (HBRW),
urban remote sensing image segmentation.

I. INTRODUCTION

S EGMENTATION is a typical and crucial step in automatic
understanding and interpretations of urban remote sensing

image. This task keeps challenging due to some heterogeneous
appearance in high-resolution data, i.e., objects like buildings,
streets, trees, and cars [11], [19], [26], [30]. During the past
decades, many segmentation methods have been investigated.
The classical segmentation methods include clustering [8], total
variation [29], probabilistic [17], and thresholding [28] tech-
niques. These standard methods simply use the amplitude value
of pixels to produce the segmentation results without consid-
ering the characteristics of the remote sensing images. To im-
prove the performance, graph-cut [9], normalized-cut [24], and
random walk (RW) methods [13] were subsequently proposed
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for segmentation. These graph-based methods attracts atten-
tion because of their solid mathematical foundation and capa-
bility of utilizing global and local spatial information during
segmentation.

One of the typical graph-based segmentation methods, i.e.,
RW, has been widely used for different tasks in image segmen-
tation [12], [13], [15], [25]. The RW model was first proposed by
Grady and Funka-Lea [14] for medical image segmentation and
then extended to natural images [13]. And then, many signifi-
cant methods based on RW have been proposed [6], [12], [16],
[25]. In the RW setting, the user marks some pixels in the image,
then assumes that the random walker starts with each unlabeled
pixel and calculates the probability that the random walker first
arrives at the already tagged pixels. At each pixel, the tag with
the maximum probability is selected as the final tag to obtain
the final segmentation results.

To deal with the complex texture, the random walker with
restarting (RWR) was introduced [18]. The RWR introduces
restarting probability c, and the random walker would return to
the starting node (pixel) with the probability of c or out to an
adjacent pixel at the probability of 1− c. A lazy RW algorithm
was proposed for superpixel segmentation [23], in which the ran-
dom walker stays at the current node with probability 1− c and
transfers to adjacent nodes with probability c. These approaches
are typically called graph-based since they use a regular grid
as the image representation domain. One limiting property of
these algorithms is that each segment has to be connected to a
seed. In order to incorporate prior information into the RW ap-
proach and eliminate this constraint, Grady [12] proposed the
use of an augmented graph where the additional nodes were con-
nected to the original image’s nodes. Similarly, Dong et al. [7]
proposed a unifying sub-Markov RW method (subRW), which
can be viewed as an extension of RWR where additional nodes
were added to the original image graph providing various in-
formation. In [3], normalized graph-driven diffusion and RW
schemes (normalized RW (NRW) and lazy NRW (LNRW)) are
proposed for arbitrary graph image segmentation.

The common ground among all the aforementioned algo-
rithms is that they consider only similarity of pixel values, which
causes inadequacy of data features. Meanwhile, the output of
RW algorithms relies largely on the user tags since they only
use information contained in tags and the transition probability
between adjacent pixels. Particularly, meticulous scribbles are
needed for different segmentation tasks. Furthermore, once
users ensure the precision of prior and scribbles, the number of
segments is fixed and segmentation result is unadjustable.
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To solve these drawbacks, a novel hierarchical-biased RW
(HBRW) model is proposed. First, the proposed method uses
features including edge region extracted by fractional differen-
tial and histograms to incorporate more information, which mit-
igates the inadequacy of features. After feature extraction, learn-
ing method based on Dirichlet process mixture model (DPMM)
is applied to adaptively get tags. Since DPMM is determined
by the concentration parameter, which helps the users specify
a level of resolution for segmentation rather than specifying a
number of image segments. Then, the adaptive mixture model
is established as a priori constraint for the RW algorithm op-
eration. Finally, the probabilities are computed based on the
random walker starting from each node reaching the prior nodes
in the extended graph with multiple layers. On each layer, this
is an RW process with global and class specific prior. Finally,
segmentation results with different number of class for various
tasks are obtained.

Compared with previous methods, the main contributions of
the proposed HBRW are summarized as follows.

1) Except of using basic texture in spatial space, edge infor-
mation with fractional differential operation is preserved,
which makes image high-frequency more prominent while
preserving smooth area.

2) Different from traditional RW methods that rely on manual
tags, the proposed HBRW employs DPMM learning for
hierarchical label prior, including global and local guides
with more comprehensive information.

The outline of the paper is as follows. We first discuss re-
lated work about graph notation and RW in Section II. Then, the
proposed HBRW model for image segmentation is discussed
in Section III. In Section IV, the experimental results are pre-
sented. Finally, Section V ends this paper with some concluding
remarks.

II. PRELIMINARIES

An image is considered as a weighted, undirected and con-
nected graph G = {V,E,W}, where V is a finite set of vertices
V with |V | = N , E is a set of edges, and W is a weighted adja-
cency matrix (e.g., [5] for all definitions in this section). The
non-normalized graph Laplacian is defined as L := D −W ,
where D is the diagonal degree matrix with the nth element
dn =

∑
m �=n Wmn being the degree of vertex n. A weight

wij ∈ W of edge eij measures the likelihood that a random
walker will cross this edge. As many other algorithms based on
graph expressed, a weight wij is formulated as

wij = exp

(

−||Ii − Ij ||2
σ

)

+ ε (1)

where Ii and Ij are the pixel intensities at two nodes vi and vj ,
σ is the controlling parameter and ε is a small constant as 10−6.
Standard RW on a graph can be described as a Markov process
with transition probability matrix

Qij =

{
wij/di, if i ∼ j
0, otherwise

(2)

which can also expressed as matrix operationsQ = D−1W . Ac-
cording to spectral graph theory [5], RW converges to a unique

stable probability distributionπ, which satisfy the following bal-
ance equation πi =

di∑N
i=1 di

.

One limiting property of the traditional RW is that each seg-
ment has to be connected to a seed. In order to overcome the
limitation, biased RW (BRW) [1] was proposed [4]

r(t+1)(i) = (1− c)
∑

j∼i

r(t)(j)wij + cz(i) (3)

where 0 ≤ c ≤ 1 is a controlling parameter, and z is called bi-
ased distribution. z is a probability distribution that z(i) ≥ 0 and∑

i z(i) = 1. Setting rt as the distribution of the random walker
at time t, the distribution at t+ 1 is given by rt+1. Equation (3)
describes an RW process in which the RW hops on the graph
G with the transition probability 1− c and may hop to other
vertices specified by prior distribution with probability c.

III. PROPOSED HBRW

The proposed HBRW is illustrated in Fig. 1, where we first
extract edge regions using fractional differential, which is further
combined with histograms to obtain plentiful features. Then,
DPMM is used to get hierarchical prior distributions. At last,
prior distribution and seeds for each class are used to compute
final reaching probabilities. According to the task requirements,
parameters are adjusted to provide output with particular number
of segments.

A. Fractional Differential for Edge Detection

Various features play an important role in image segmentation
pretreatment. However, traditional RW algorithms only consider
the pixel values. For the lacking of other features, statistical in-
formation of pixel intensity and texture information are missed,
which further results in low segmentation quality. To achieve re-
liable output, the proposed HBRW combines low-level features,
such as pixel intensity and edge.

Given an image, observations (pixels) are extracted using the
histogram clustering [22]. Specifically, multichannel images are
converted into gray image to form the histogram vectors. Edge
detection methods use the discontinuous distribution of the pixel
intensity, and extract the external contour of the target object for
the gray point mutation site. The traditional edge detection op-
erators, such as gradient operator and Laplace operator, can only
detect steep edges, but some edges formed by changing intensity
slowly are ignored. Also, the antinoise performance of the tradi-
tional edge detection operator is poor. Thus, fractional differen-
tial operation is considered for edge detection [21]. Fractional
differential is more sensitive and better in antinoise performance.
The differential representation of fractional differential is

Dvf(i) ≈ f(i) + (−v)f(i− 1) + · · ·

+
(−v)(−v+1)

2
f(i−2)+

Γ(−v+1)

n!Γ(−v+n+1)
f(i− n)

(4)

where Dvf(i) is the v order fractional differential of original
signal f(i), and Γ(α) =

∫∞
0 e−xxα−1dx = (α− 1)!.
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed HBRW model for urban remote sensing image segmentation. In Part II, blue nodes p(h|θk) are DPMM distribution without
edge feature. Green nodes are unseeded nodes while other color nodes are extracted seeds s(n, k). Then, in Part III, blue nodes z(h|θk) are prior distribution of
BRW. Ellipse nodes denote the original nodes and circle nodes are auxiliary nodes. Only part of the transition edges are shown for simplification.

For digital image processing, the shortest distance from the
gray change of the two-dimensional (2-D) image signal is be-
tween two pixels, so the duration of the 2-D digital image in
two axes can only be measured in pixels. The partial fractional
differential of pixel I(i, j) is defined as

Dv
i (I) ≈ I(i, j) + (−v)I(i− 1, j)+

(−v)(−v+1)

2
I(i− 2, j)

Dv
j (I) ≈ I(i, j) + (−v)I(i, j − 1)+

(−v)(−v+1)

2
I(i, j − 2).

(5)

The fractional differential can improve high-frequency signals
while nonlinearly preserving low-frequency signals [21]. Frac-
tional differential is used to make the image edge more promi-
nent while preserving the image texture information of smooth
area. By subtracting the corresponding pixel value of the original
image, we can get the edge information, which has been changed
by fractional differential operation, i.e., ER = Dv(I)− I . As
step I in Fig. 1, both pixel intensity feature and edge feature are
extracted for segmentation.

B. DPMM Learning for Label Prior

A core issue of segmentation models is how many segments
should be inferred from an image. Standard RW algorithms need
great manual work in scribbles marking to decide the number of
segments. To avoid this, DPMM learning is employed to replace
the number of segments under human decision with adaptively
generated prior distribution (more details about DPMM learn-
ing can be seen in [10] and [22]). The Dirichlet process (DP) is
defined from the aspect of set partitioning. Suppose that H is a
distribution on the measure space Θ and α is a positive value.
For arbitrary finite measure division A1, . . . , Ar, the distribu-
tion G0 and vector (H(A1), . . . , H(Ar)) are arbitrary. Then,
the DP is defined by the base distribution H and the concentra-
tion parameter α, which can be expressed as G0 ∼ DP (α,H)
when

(G0(A1), . . . , G0(Ar)) ∼ DP (αH(A1), . . . , αH(Ar)). (6)

Let hi ∈ R denote the ith observation, where i is the number
of pixels in I . We then model the distribution where hi is gener-
ated. Draw a parameter θi ∼ G0 and then hi ∼ F (·|θi), where
F is the probability model associated with a mixture component.
DPMM is based on the DP priors with parameter θi. Suppose
that the prior distribution G0 is uncertain and drawn from a
DP G0 ∼ DP (αH), the hierarchical model of DPMM is repre-
sented as

hi ∼ F (·|θi)
θi ∼ G0

G0 ∼ DP (αH). (7)

In Section III-A, observations are identified with sites i =
1, . . . , n. A histogram window is placed around each site and
draw hi from the intensity values Ii of all the pixels in the win-
dow. The size of window is described as data value number
Nbin for the whole image. Each histogram bin is expressed as
hi = hi1, . . . , hiNbin. Assuming that a label k has an intensity
distribution Pk for each node, where the elements indicated by
p(hi|θk) means the probability belonging to Pk at the ith obser-
vation. The distribution learnt by DPMM is as follows:

p(hi|θk) = G0(θk)
∏

i|Si=k

F (hi|θk) (8)

where G0(θk) is the base measure. F (hi|θk) is the likelihood of
kth class.

In the proposed HBRW method, p(h|θk) is the label prior for
all nodes in V , which can be used for both seeded and unseeded
nodes. Unlike traditional RW algorithms, which need user tags at
particular pixels (seeds), the proposed method draw partial nodes
from the hierarchical label prior p(h|θk) as tags. Since these
nodes are uniformly drawn from prior distribution, the number
of classes is decided by the seeds. Naturally, a lower percentage
of seeds is corresponding to less effects of prior distribution.
Hierarchical prior distribution and its corresponding seeds as
global and local guide are designed for BRW.
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Fig. 2. Nodes graph with hierarchical prior nodes of the proposed HBRW.
Ellipse nodes denote the original nodes and circle nodes are auxiliary nodes.
Green nodes are unseeded nodes, blue nodes z(h|θk) are prior distribution
combining DPMM and edge distribution, other color nodes are seeds s(n, k).
Only part of the transition edges are shown for simplification.

C. Segmentation via BRW

Three parts of prior information are obtained including global
probability distribution p(h|θk), edge distribution ER(θk), and
seeds mapS. The prior information is added to construct a graph
with prior G as shown in Fig. 2. For the global prior distribu-
tion, each node is connected with all nodes in V . To combine
two kinds of global prior information, the weights wiz(hi|θk) is
defined as

wiz(hi|θk) = (1− c)λz(hi|θk) (9)

where the prior distribution Z = z(h|θk) is decided by
DPMM posterior distribution P = p(h|θk) and edge distribu-
tion ER(θk). Using Bayes theorem, given prior edge region
distribution and the likelihood function p(h|θk), the posterior
distribution of h is derived as

z(h|θk) ∝ ER(θk) ∗ p(h|θk) (10)

the posterior distribution z(h|θk) of h is then used as the global
prior distribution of BRW.

Then, the transition probabilityQ onV ∪ S ∪ Z is formulated
as

q̄(i, j) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

c, if i ∈ V, j ∈ S

(1− c) λz(hi|θk)
di+λgi

, if i ∈ V, j ∈ Z

(1− c)
wij

di+λgi
, if j ∼ i ∈ V

p(hi|θk), if i = j ∈ V ∪ S

0, otherwise

(11)

where gi =
∑K

k=1 z(hi|θk).

Given the transition probability Q on a graph with prior G,
the reaching probability r(hi|θk) that a random walker from a
node vi ∈ V reaching seeds s(n, k) with label k or prior node
z(h|θk) is formulated as

r̄(hi|θk) =
∑

j∼i∈V
(1− c)

wij r̄(hj |θk)
di + λgi

+ · · ·

+ (1− c)
λz(hi|θk)
di + λgi

+ cp(hi|θk)s(n, k). (12)

Rewriting [r(hi|θk)]N∗1 as a vector rk, the vector formulation
can be shown as

rk= (I−Dc)Wrk + (I−Dc)z
k +Dcp

kSk

= (I− (I−Dc)W)
−1

((I−Dc)z
k +Dcp

kSk)

= O
−1

((I−Dc)z
k +Dcp

kSk) (13)

where O= (I− (I−Dc)W), the transition probability matrix
W = [w

ij
]N×N is defined as w

ij
=

wij

di+λgi
, the prior distri-

bution zk = [z(hi|θk)]N×1 is defined as z(hi|θk) = λz(hi|θk)
di+λgi

while pkSk = [p(hi|θk) ∗ s(n, k)]N×1 indicates the extracted
seeds distribution.

Then, the segmentation target can be obtained as

Ri = argmax
lk

r(hi|θk) (14)

whereRi is the result of single resolution segmentation under the
influence of fixed prior distribution. Ri does not only consider
the similarity between adjacent positions as the classical RW
algorithm, but also contain the prior distribution information
determined by the image features including pixel intensity and
edge region. Although the HBRW algorithm is based on RWs, it
can also be interpreted as a general energy optimization problem
(the optimization explanation of the proposed HBRW is given
in the Appendix).

IV. EXPERIMENTATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, experimental results are presented to illus-
trate the effectiveness of the HBRW model for high-resolution
remote sensing images segmentation. The compared methods
include traditional RW [13], RWR [18], state-of-the-art subRW
[7], NRW, and LNRW [2] as well as other probabilistic meth-
ods including probabilistic graph matching (PGM) [17], DPMM
[22], and variational method (TV) [29]. The codes of these algo-
rithms are offered by the authors and the suggested parameters
in their experimentation are used as well in our experimenta-
tions. The proposed method is described in Algorithm 1. These
compared methods with their corresponding parameters are de-
scribed as follows.

1) RW: The standard RW algorithm only consider spatial in-
formation and at each pixel, the tag with the maximum
probability is selected as the final tag to obtain the final
segmentation results.
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Algorithm 1: HBRW model.
Require: original image img, concentration parameter α,

weight of seeds c, weight of prior λ, order of fractional
differential v, number of iterations Niter.

Ensure: posteriors distribution posteriors, labeled image
labelimg, number of classes K.

1: Step1: Initialize
2: Get histogram feature hi = (hi1, . . . hiNbin).
3: Find edge region ER = Dv(I)− I using v order

fractional differential.
4: Step2: Hierarchical Prior
5: for iteration < Niter do
6: Generate base measure G0 with concentration

parameter α.
7: for site i = 1, . . . , n do
8: Assign probability for each class by (8).
9: end for
10: Update the class parameters.
11: iteration = iteration+ 1
12: end for
13: Step3: Biased Random Walk
14: Generate seeds s(n, k).
15: Build graph G with weight matrix W and compute

transition matrix Q.
16: Compute optimal random walk path by (12) and

obtain segmentation result Ri.

2) RWR: The RW with restart algorithm not only consider
spatial transition probability, but also consider the proba-
bility for random walker to restart. The restart probability
is set as 0.0004.

3) subRW: Based on the former RW algorithms, the subRW
algorithm take prior distribution, effect of seeds and spa-
tial constraint into consideration. The restart probabil-
ity is set as 0.0004. The parameter for unitary is set as
2e− 10.

4) NRW and LNRW: Graph-driven NRW and LNRW are
applied to image segmentation by developing diffu-
sion processes defined on arbitrary graphs. The restart
probability is set as 0.0001. Region adjacency graph are
used as suggested.

5) DPMM: Nonparametric Bayesian method (DPMM) is ap-
plied to image segmentation problems for freedom of class
number parameter. The concentration parameters α and
number of histogram bins Nbin are optimized the same as
our method.

6) PGM: PGM is an unsupervised and semiautomatic image
segmentation approach where the segmentation is formu-
lated as an inference problem. λ and K are optimized for
specific image.

7) TV: Variational method (TV) is applied to image segmen-
tation by researching on total variation minimization. β is
set to 0.5 as suggested.

TABLE I
PRIOR KNOWLEDGE OF REAL URBAN REMOTE SENSING IMAGES

FOR FOREGROUND OR BACKGROUND SEGMENTATION

TABLE II
PRIOR KNOWLEDGE OF REAL URBAN REMOTE SENSING

IMAGES WITH MULTIPLE TARGETS

A. Experimental Data

In our experiments, eight real high-resolution urban remote
sensing images are utilized to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the proposed method in foreground or background segmenta-
tion. As shown in Fig. 9, four of these images are simple scenes
in Chicago including few buildings while the others are com-
plicate scenes in Chicago and Vienna [20]. The detailed infor-
mation about these images are depicted in Table I. As listed in
Table II, another four real high-resolution urban remote sensing
images in Beijing and Shanghai are utilized to demonstrate the
effectiveness of our method in multiple targets segmentation.

B. Parameter Analysis

The segmentation performance is closely related to the de-
signed architecture of our HBRW. In order to validate the
proposed HBRW, we compare the segmentation results using
different parameters in this paper. The fractional differential or-
der v is discussed with comparison to other edge detection op-
erators. Then, the number of classes K in segmentation output
is influenced by two resolution parameters α and Nbin. At last,
the influence of weight parameters λ and c is analyzed.

1) Fractional Differential Order v: First, the influence of the
fractional differential order and its comparison with integer-
order differential are analyzed. As shown in Fig. 3, fractional
differential of image enhances the high-frequency edge informa-
tion, which makes the edge region of original image enhanced.
At the same time, the pixel intensities are kept to a certain extent
by fractional differential, which makes the relative change of the
gray level in the image smoothing region get nonlinear enhance-
ment. The application of proper-order fractional differential can
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Fig. 3. Edge region of HBRW using different orders of fractional differential.
Upper: original image (left) and edge region detected by 0.5 order fractional
differential (right). Bottom: edge region detected by average gradient (left) and
1.5 order fractional differential (right).

Fig. 4. Influence of with/without edge features on segmentation performance
(Higher Dice coefficient means better segmentation [27]).

not only extract edge changing sharply, but also keep the continu-
ity of edges. A larger order v ∈ [0, 1]means approaching integer
different while a small order means approaching the original sig-
nal. For a fractional order v ∈ [1, 2], the performance of edge de-
tection is between gradient operator and Laplacian operator. By
considering the experimental analysis of edge region extracted
by fractional differential, the segmentation performance of with
and without edge regions in Fig. 4 illustrate that the HBRW with

Fig. 5. Class number with different resolutions of HBRW for different images.
The number K of classes (vertical) are drawn against dispersion coefficient α
(horizontal), with each curve indicates numbers of pixels in each histogram.

Fig. 6. Segmentation results with different concentration parameters. Upper
row: Input image (left) and segmentation result for α = 1e− 8 (right). Bottom
row: Segmentation results for α = 1e− 6 (left) and α = 1e− 4 (right).

edge features achieves better performance than that without edge
features.

2) Resolution Parameters α and Nbin: As mentioned be-
fore, the segmentation is influenced by the concentration pa-
rameter α and the number of bins concluded in each histogram
as well. In detail, a larger concentration parameter α lead to
more classes. Here, two examples of segmentations illustrate
this relationship between α and number of classes K in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 7. Segmentation results with different weight parameters c and λ with other parameters v = 1.5, α = 1e− 5,Nbins = 8 using Chicago6 as test im-
age. (a) c = 0.1, λ = 0.1. (b) c = 0.1, λ = 0.5. (c) c = 0.1, λ = 0.9. (d) c = 0.5, λ = 0.1. (e) c = 0.5, λ = 0.5. (f) c = 0.5, λ = 0.9. (g) c = 0.9, λ = 0.1.
(h) c = 0.9, λ = 0.5. (i) c = 0.9, λ = 0.9.

Fig. 8. Segmentation performance with different weight parameters c and λ with other parameters v = 1.5, α = 1e− 5,Nbins = 8 using Chicago6 as test image.

The observations are as follows: 1) A larger value of α leads
to creating more classes; 2) a tremendous value of α brings
too many classes, which means part of the actual result is
treated as a new class; and 3) when the value is smaller than a
threshold, the number of classes will be 1, this means no new

classes are created from the initial distribution. Thus, a proper
concentration parameter chosen for segmentation is rather sig-
nificant. With same concentration parameter, the number of pix-
els concluded in each histogram also influence the class number.
It is obviously depicted in Fig. 5 that more pixels concerned
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Fig. 9. Comparison results of the proposed HBRW with other algorithms for foreground/background problem of simple scenes. (a) Input urban remote sensing
images. (b) Ground truth (GT), (c)–(i) are segmentation results of TV [29], PGM [17], DPMM [22], RW [13], RWR [18], subRW [7], LNRW [3]. (j) Segmentation
results of the proposed HBRW method.

Fig. 10. Comparison results of the proposed HBRW with other algorithms for foreground/background problem of complicated scenes. (a) Input urban remote
sensing images. (b) GT, (c)–(i) are segmentation results of TV [29], PGM [17], DPMM [22], RW [13], RWR [18], subRW [7], LNRW [3]. (j) Segmentation results
of the proposed HBRW method.

in each histogram, more classes created in the segmentation
output.

The example in Fig. 6 shows that the classes are accurately
segmented under different levels of resolution (α varying from
1e− 8 to 1e− 4). When α = 1e− 8, the prior of RW is too
weak so that image segments are joined erroneously. It can be
seen from the images that the proposed algorithm can distinguish
more details as concentration parameter growing.

3) Weight Parameter λ and c: The weight parameters also
affect the performance of proposed HBRW. The parameter λ

means the weight of prior distribution comparing with the tran-
sition probability on particular nodes. A larger λ leads to greater
influence of prior distribution, which makes the segmentation
containing more details as well as noise from prior distribution.

On the contrary, a small λ leads to greater influence of tran-
sition probability, which means more weights on spatial con-
striction for smoothing the segmentation. As shown in Fig. 7,
a balance between details and smoothness is decided by λ.
At the same time, another significant weight parameter c con-
trols the weight of seeds information from the prior distribu-
tion. The proposed algorithm uses the seeds weight parameter
c to control the contribution of seeds to the global optimum.
A larger c means greater influence of prior fixed seeds, while
smaller c means more influence caused by transition probabil-
ity and prior distribution. Fig. 7 shows the segmentation re-
sults with different c and λ, which control the weight of seeds
and prior distribution. To select optimal weight parameters, an
extensive parameter search is conducted, as shown in Fig. 8.
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TABLE III
QUANTITATIVE MEASURES FOR FOREGROUND OR BACKGROUND SEGMENTATION WITH SIMPLE SCENES

TABLE IV
QUANTITATIVE MEASURES FOR FOREGROUND OR BACKGROUND SEGMENTATION WITH COMPLICATED SCENES

Specific weight parameters are used for better segmentation
performance.

C. Segmentation Performance

In this section, the segmentation performance of the proposed
method is compared with other RW algorithms. First, in the
foreground or background segmentation, we test the effective-
ness of the proposed method on real urban high-resolution re-
mote sensing images as shown in Figs. 9(a) and 10(a). The
corresponding GT segmentation results are illustrated in
Figs. 9(b) and 10(b). Figs. 9 and 10(c)–(i) provide the seg-
mentation results of TV, PGM, DPMM, RW, RWR, subRW,

and LNRW. Figs. 9(f) and 10(f) show the segmentation results
by the proposed HBRW. Comparing with other algorithms, the
proposed HBRW performed better in identifying details quali-
tatively. It segmented out not only the main part of the target,
but also edge region and twigs details. This is due to the edge
detected by fractional differential.

Due to the availability of the GT segmentation, several met-
rics are employed for evaluation [27]. For two segmentations Sg

and St, the confusion matrix consists of the four common cardi-
nalities that reflect the overlap between the two segmentations,
namely the true positives TP , the false positives FP , the false
negatives FN , and the true negatives TN . These cardinalities
provide for each pair of subsets i ∈ Sg and j ∈ St; the sum of
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Fig. 11. Comparison results of the proposed HBRW with other algorithms for multiple targets problem. (a) Input urban remote sensing images. (b) GT, (c)–(i) are
segmentation results of TV [29], PGM [17], DPMM [22], RW [13], RWR [18], subRW [7], LNRW [3]. (j) Segmentation results of the proposed HBRW method.

TABLE V
QUANTITATIVE MEASURES FOR MULTIPLE TARGETS SEGMENTATION

agreement mij between them is as follows:

mij =

|X|∑

r=1

f i
g(xr)f

j
t (xr) (15)

where TP = m11, FP = m10, FN = m01, and TN = m00.
Then, we have the calculation of over lap based metrics as the
Dice coefficient and the Jaccard index. The Dice coefficient
(DICE) is also called the overlap index. In addition to the di-
rect comparison between automatic and GT segmentations, it is
common to use the DICE to measure reproducibility. The DICE
is shown as

DICE =
2|S1

g ∩ S1
t |

|S1
g |+ |S1

t |
=

2TP
2TP + FP + FN

. (16)

Similarly, the Jaccard index (JAC) is defined as the intersection
between the two segmentations divided by their union

JAC =
|S1

g ∩ S1
t |

|S1
g ∪ S1

t |
=

TP
TP + FP + FN

. (17)

A higher score indicates better segmentation performance.
These metrics are effective for objective evaluation. Some
specific measures for sensitivity and precision evaluation are
needed. True positive rate (TPR) measures the portion of pos-
itive pixels in the GT that are also identified as positive by the
segmentation being evaluated, which is defined as

TPR =
TP

TP + FN
. (18)
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TABLE VI
EXECUTION TIME (IN SECONDS) IN THE THREE EXPERIMENTAL DATA SETS

Another related measure is the precision, also called the positive
predictive value (PPV), which is defined as

PPV =
TP

TP + FP
. (19)

The quantitative comparison shown in Tables III and IV de-
picts that the improvements over other RW algorithms are evi-
dent. To obtain proper number of classes under similar scenes,
fixed resolution parameter α and Nbins are used. To improve
segmentation performance, optimal weight and fractional-order
parameters of the proposed model are founded by an extensive
parameter search. Specific parameters are listed in Tables III
and IV for clarity.

Another important segmentation problem is the multiple tar-
get segmentation, we choose the real urban remote sensing im-
ages including two or more objects as shown in Fig. 11(a) with
their detail information listed in Table II. The corresponding GT
maps are shown in Fig. 11(b). Fig. 11(c)–(i) provides the seg-
mentation results of TV, PGM, DPMM, RW, RWR, subRW, and
LNRW. Fig. 11(j) illustrates the segmentation results by the pro-
posed method, which performs better in identifying details for
multilabel problem qualitatively. In quantitative comparisons,
the measures in Table V also confirm the significant improve-
ment of the proposed algorithm.

The computational complexity of the aforementioned RW
methods are summarized in Table VI. All the average run time
in Table VI are measured in seconds with our MATLAB im-
plementation. The configuration of the used PC is Intel Core
i7-6700 CPU @3.40 GHz with 16 GB RAM. The proposed ap-
proach runs slower than other RW algorithms due to additionally
building label prior and optimization process of DPMM. Longer
run time is a shortcoming of the proposed HBRW algorithm.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel HBRW model was proposed for seg-
mentation of urban high-resolution remote sensing images. This
model can be explained as a traditional random walker that walks
on the graph by adding hierarchical prior distributions. While
the region information was obtained from histograms and edge
information by fractional differential, the prior distribution was

computed with proper resolution parameters. The experiment re-
sults demonstrated that the proposed HBRW performed well on
and was proved applicability and practicability in complex im-
ages segmentation. Some other quantitative analysis confirmed
its effectiveness, especially when compared with other state-of-
the-art algorithms.

APPENDIX

OPTIMIZATION EXPLANATION OF HBRW

We describe the optimization explanation of the proposed
HBRW with more details for completeness. Take a fixed pair
of nodes i and j as an example, a random walker is considered
start from node i and finally reached node j. And let R be the set
of all paths from nodes i to nodes j in the expanded graph with
prior G. Given L, one can describe the squared variations of the
signal with respect to G using the graph Laplacian regularizer

hTLh =
1

2

∑

(i,j)∈e
(hi − hj)

2Wi,j . (20)

Assuming the whole path r energy is E(r) and the total energy
is additive that for a path r, the following objective function is
considered for class k

E(r(θk)) =
1

2

N∑

i=1

N∑

j=1

wij(r(hi|θk)− r(hj |θk))2 + · · ·

+
1

2

N∑

i=1

(di + λgi)c

1− c
(r(hi|θk)− z(hi|θk))2 + · · ·

+
1

2

N∑

i=1

λz(hi|θk)(r(hi|θk)− 1)2 + · · ·

+
1

2

K∑

m=1,m �=k

N∑

i=1

λz(hi|θm)r(hi|θk)2. (21)

Correspondingly, with graph Laplacian regularizer in (20), the
vector formulation of above equation is

E(rk) =
1

2
[rk]

T
(D−W)rk + · · ·

+
1

2
(rk − zk)

T (D+ λDg)Dc

I−Dc
(rk − zk) + · · ·

+
λ

2
(rk−I)

T
Dk

z (r
k−I) +

λ

2

K∑

m=1,m �=k

[rk]
T
Dm

z rk.

(22)

In order to get the minimum energy of paths in every class, the
partial derivative of rk is taken

∂E(rk)

∂rk
= (D−W)rk +

(D+ λDg)Dc

I−Dc
(rk − zk) + · · ·

+ λ

⎛

⎝Dk
zr

k +

K∑

m=1,m �=k

Dm
z rk − zk

⎞

⎠ . (23)
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Setting ∂E(rk)
∂rk

= 0, the optimal solution is obtained for every
class, which is the same with the result of HBRW in (13). From
the representation of energy, we can see four parts of energy con-
stitute it. The first component represent the energy of unbiased
RW as a smoothing term. Minimizing this part means keeping
nodes gather to the prior nodes. The second part can be consid-
ered as the energy of random walker reaching seeds, which is
decided by prior distribution. Minimizing this part means keep-
ing nodes gather to the prior nodes. The third part and last part
respectively indicate reaching probabilities to nodes in the prior
distribution of current class labels and labels for other classes.
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